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Introduction 

Complying the recommendations of IFAD supervision and Implementation Support Mission to 

have the regular field monitoring and evaluation and also the need in the fields to update the 

progresses and to provide an implementation supports for the field staff, the M&EO, CM, 

Agriculture, PSO and GKMO from the Office of Programme Management visited various sites 

underLhuentse Dzongkhag from 10th to 13thMay, 2017.  

This BTOR (Back to Office Report) contains the detail of the site visited, the team’s findings and 

the joint Agreed Actions for the necessary follow-up.    

A. Land development site at Domkhar, Tshengkar 

Domkhar village under TshengkharGeog has 66 households (as per CARLEP HH Database) 

and is located at the distance of 8km from the Lhuentse-Mongar highway junction at 

Phawan. It is connected with a feeder road pliable for small to large vehicles throughout the 

season.   

The DzongkhagAgriculture sector have identified and prioritized the Domkhar for the land 

development to enhance farm mechanization and thereby to increase productivity. The 

land development activity is funded by CARLEP_IFAD in alliance with Central Machinery Unit 

(CMU), whereby CMU has deployed the heavy machineries and CARLEP has beard the fuel 

expenses.   

The CMU has deployed three excavators of which two are extensively under operational.  As 

per the estimation of the Geog Extension, 30 acres of land has been developed by making 

terraces and where ever possible and enlarging the existing small terraces.  

The Dzongkhag have utilized the CARLEP- IFAD fund to develop 30 acres of land belonging 

to approximately 40 households, but the activity has motivated and encouraged the 

remaining households to carry out land developmental activity. Therefore, activity is to be 

continued in the interest of the remaining households as they are highly motivated and well 

aware about the importance of land development. However, the CARLEP fund for the 

activity is used up and for rest of the farmers, the cost of fuel have to be borne by the 

individual owner. 



According to Tshengkhar EA, the question of injustice and inequality is raised by remaining 

farmers when some household gets free support while rest has to bear the cost. 

 

Agreed action Responsibility 

1. Additional fund has to be sourced, if not internal fund 
management is to be drawn, whereby fuel cost for the 
activity will be on cost sharing basis, in which every 
household has to contribute calculated amount. Which 
mean households already benefited through Programme 
fund have to contribute.  

2. While developing the land, the fertility concern if the soil 
need to be looked in, complying the technical aspects as 
designed in the NLSC. 

EA/DAO/ Tshokpa 
 
 
 
 
 

EA/DAO 

 

B. Commercial farming at Autsho 

As agreed during AWPB 2016-17 workshop among the stakeholders to develop two 

commercial sites, one lead by ARDC and another dzongkhag lead in each six eastern 

dzongkhags. Lhuntse Dzongkhag and the ARDC has chosen Autsho as the commercial 

site of Lhuntse Dzongkhag.  

Approximately 8 acres of fellow land at Autsho is identified and development into model 

commercial farm. Autsho commercial farm is a coagulation of 17 members who are 

mostly housewife, civil servants and shopkeeper. The land was left fellow for many 

years as most of the land owners, except two lives in other dzongkhags.  With the 

initiatives from Dzongkhag Agriculture sector, a contract agreement of three years was 

signed between the land owners and users.  

The present standing crops are beans, watermelon, maize, tomato, chili, eggplant, 

potato, cabbage, onion, pea, pumpkin, tapioca, cucumber, ginger, lady finger, and 

asparagus.  

Owing to the fact that the land is being used as a first commercial site and the people 

are also working as the commercial farmer for the first time, there is still a doorway for 

the improvement because the crops of all kinds are planted but in a very limited 

proportion. The field appears like a subsistence farm rather than the commercial farm 

which otherwise has to have the mass plantation of a selected crop. However, the mass 

tomato plantation in an organized way in the field is in a way qualifying for the 

commercial farming.  

 

Agreed action        Responsibility  

 



1. From the coming years, there is need to make a good production        EA/Farmers 

Plan with focused crops; different from the normal farming around. 

   

2. Farmers are growing watermelon for the first time.  

They are technically not equipped/ confident. Short training on  

Watermelon production needs to be done.                  ARDC, wengkhar 

 

3. Production records are essential for all the agency  

And future planning cycle, every individual farmers Individual farmer     EA/Farmers 

Have to keep the production and income records considering  

The vegetable that they have used for the own consumption  

 

 

C. Tabi Irrigation channel at Dungkhar 

The 4 Km Tabi irrigation channel benefits 25 households in the commend area of 

approximate 30 acres. The current progress of the scheme renovation is around 80%. 

The earthen channel excavation has been completed and diversion tanks construction in 

various location are near completion. The main materials (HDPE pipes) for double linings 

had reached in the site and are ready for installation.  

 

Agreed action        Responsibility  

 

1. Meeting with head of meson at the site, 1:4 ratio of cement  

is the indication good quality of canal. However, team has found           Site engineer 

that pit sand from nearby area are used for building structure  

like diversion tanks and canal. Site engineer have to certify the  

quality of sand they are using.  

2. With time limitation, our team could not walk till the water 

sources but contractor informed the team that the intake tank              EA/DAO/Engineer 

is not included in the design and estimation, if it is deemed necessary,    

It has to carry out as additional work.  

3. The are some small stream crossed by the channel, need to tap as the  

additional sources to maximize the utility of the running water,   Engineer/ EA 

to be consider under Climate smart activity.  

 

D. Diary shed and improved cattle breed supplied 



Mrs. Rinzin of Thoshipang Village, Jang Chiwog under Gangzur geog is an average 

households heaving few heads of local cattle. Since most of her land is located in the 

steep topography, it is more suitable and feasible for pasture development and dairy 

farming. Thus, Mrs Rinzin wanted to improve the cattle breed.  

In 2016, she has taken 50,000 loans from the Bhutan Development Bank Limited (BDBL) 

and placed an order to the dzongkhag Livestock sector for the improved cattle. The 

procurement is being facilitated by the livestock sector of Lhuntse.  The procurement 

committee (3 farmers representative, DLO, LPO and a staff from DVH) visited India and 

procured 25 heads of Holstein cattle along with 19 calf. Cattle were quarantine at 

Samdrup Jongkhar where two mother cows and nine calf died due to Foot and Mouth 

Diseases (FMD) outbreak.  

The cattle were procured on cost sharing mechanism (30:70) as per the norms of DoL 

where 30% is borne by the CARLEP and 70% is borne by the individual beneficiaries. 

Cattle were distributed to farmers on Lucky dip basis at the quarantine station.  

Mrs. Rinzin has got a milking cow with the calf (Female). Mrs. Rinzin also received 

support for cattle shed alone with silo pit. Construction are almost complete except for 

feeder trap and silo pits. She received 18 bags ofcement, 24 CGI sheets, nail, ridging and 

technical expertise from the Dzongkhag Livestock sector.  

 

Agreed action        Responsibility  

 

1 Mortality cases of the imported cattle to be reduced               Concerned authority  

2 Mrs. Rinzin, is not confident to manage her newly procured  

Cattle, where she is in need technical support for the first  

Few months (which includes feeding, management, deworming       EA/DVH, In-charge 

Ectro-parasites etc)  

 

E. Group mobilization and the sensitization at Khoma 

Led by the Dzongkhag Livestock Sector and the Geog Extension Officers of the three 

geogs (Menjey, Khoma and Gangzur) a two day sensitization and awareness on the 

livestock group formation with the farmers was conducted at Khoma from 12th to 13th 

may, 2017 under CARLEP funding. 

72 farmers from three geogs had attended the sensitization programme on the group 

mobilization. The people were soon going to receive another round of training on the 

record keeping from the RAMCO.  

 



F. Youth in farming under User Right System Pilot Project in Gulabi, Minjay 

Upon the Royal command and the initiation of the NLC, a forest which was once used as 

a grazing area for the local cattle is been opened for the agriculture farming.  

23 youth (19 female and 4 male) has taken up the farming work in the 15 acres of the 

state’s land under Menjey geog.  

These 23 members are working as a group. The executive members are trained on the 

record keeping. The bylaws formulation and the group mobilization was done by 

RAMCO. The group has the plan to cultivate all the seasonal crops and plant the passion 

fruits along the sloppy areas.  

From the Dzongkhag and ARDC, the group has received the poly house, water pipes and 

the fuel for the CMU machineries for the land development.  The barbed wire for 

fencing is also been approved from the Dzongkhag.   

At the current scenario, these youth group is not directly benefitted from CARLEP but 

the group as similar objective to CARLEP on the point of commercializing the vegetables.  

 

Agreed action        Responsibility  

 

1. This is encouraging for the youth farmers, specially the female  

members. They have sawn up-land paddy, soya bean,   DAO/EA 

and chilli in large scale.  

They have plan to fence the entire 8 acres of operated land.   

Team predicts that without proper fencing, the incidences  

of human-wildlife conflict would be high, as the site 

is surrounded with thick forest.  

 

As per the Geog Agriculture Extension Officer, since the area is located in the middle of the 

damp forest where there is huge humidity and receives a heavy rainfall in the summer, the 

group lies in the risk of whether their works will reap a good result especially in the monsoon.  

 

 

 

Appendix  

i. DomkharLand Development Site 



 
 

 

 

 

 



ii. Autsho Commercial farm 



iii. Tabi Irrigation – Dungkar 
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v. Khoma- Group Mobilization and Awareness 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



vi. User Right System Pilot project at Gulabi, Minjay 

 


